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ICYMI (in case you missed it), overnight, Senator Alexander agreed to stop wasting
time on impeachment. This means he’s planning on getting back to work.
YOU HELPED MAKE THIS HAPPEN!
But it’s not over yet. We have a goal and 157 more calls need to be made to
Senators before the end of the day.
BE HEARD! CALL THESE SENATORS TODAY and tell them to get back to work!
(Enter your info into our landing page form to get started.)
Lisa Murkowski (R-AK)
Joe Manchin III (D-WV)
Bill Cassidy (R-LA)
Rob Portman (R-OH)
Kyrsten Sinema (D-AZ)
Gary Peters (D-MI)
Side bar: As of early January, the Senate has yet to act on over 300 bills sent up
from the House because they’re too busy focusing on the farce of an “impeachment
trial.”
Here are just 2 of those bills that are stuck in limbo because of the obsession with
President Trump:
SB3139 - Lawful Interstate Transportation of Firearms Act: Many state
legislatures infringe on the right of Americans to transport their personal
firearms over state lines. SB3139 would insure that people can keep their tools
of self-defense. It shouldn't be necessary to have to pass such a bill, because
the Full Faith and Credit Clause of the Constitution requires all legal
documents from one state to be recognized in another, and the 2nd
Amendment prohibits any gun licensing in the first place, but this reciprocity
bill is exceptionally important and highly opposed by leftist Democrats.
SB3086 - Temporary Judgeship Conversion Act of 2019: Delay of this bill
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means delay in shifting temporarily appointed conservative federal judges to
full, long-term positions... something President Trump has been looking to
secure in the federal courts.
SO, let’s end this impeachment trial farce and tell our Senators to GET BACK
TO WORK.
— The MRC ACTION Team
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